Mixed Raster Content (MRC) is an ITU document compression standard (T.44) specifying both a model for multilayer representation of a compound document, and a set of allowable standardized coders for the individual layers. The model requires decomposition of a document into two image layers and a binary mask layer, but the standard does not recommend any procedure for this task. For best compression results, the decomposition method should be optimized for the layer encoders. In this paper, a high performance MRC compound document codec is presented, where the layer decomposition scheme is matched to the JPEG encoder with arithmetic coding for the foreground and background image layers. JBIG is used to code the mask layer. Integrated noise removal routines enable handling of scanned documents along with electronic ones. Resolution scalable decoding features are also implemented. The page segmenter yields a segmentation mask, which serves to separate text and other features.
INTRODUCTION
In order to compress efficiently a rasterized compound document, comprising text, graphics and images, the encoder must be content-adaptive. Content-adaptivity may be incorporated either by explicitly adapting the coding algorithm from region to region in an image based on content, or implicitly by using a layered approach. In the latter case, a redundant representation of a given image is first obtained by decomposing it into multiple layers, and then standard nonadaptive coders are used to code the layers individually. It is the decomposition that contains all Intelligence, and not the individual layer coders used.
Mixed Raster Content (MRC) is an ITU standard T.44 [ 11, [2] , [3] , specifying both an imaging model for a layered representation of a compound document, as well as the exact syntax how the layered representation, once obtained, is to be conveyed in a coded bit-stream. The standard is reticent however, about how the representation may be obtained.
The MRC imaging model, in its basic mode, decomposes a compound document into 3 layers -an image background layer (BG), an imageforeground layer (FG), and a binary mask layer. It is a redundant representation because each original color pixel is represented using two color pixels (from the foreground and background layers) and a binary value (from the mask layer). In order to reconstruct the image, a pixel is taken either from the reconstructed foreground layer or from the reconstructed background layer, depending on the value of the 0-7803-6725-1/0 1/$10.00 0 2 0 0 1 IEEE 434 corresponding bit in the decompressed mask layer. The spirit of the layered representation is that even though it is redundant initially, if the decomposition is intelligent enough, the three layers when compressed individually can yield a very compact and high quality representation of the compound document. In other words, an intelligent decomposition scheme introduces redundancy in a manner such that the redundant layers eventually become significantly easier to compress individually than compressing the original single layer image by itself. The apparently simple model has proved to be extremely powerful for compression of compound documents. The purpose of this work is to develop a systematic analysis procedure for 3-layer decomposition of a compound document, leading to a compact coded bit-stream compliant with the ITU standard T.44. Recently, Queiroz et al [6] has optimized block thresholding in a rate-distortion sense, for MRC compression of primarily grayscale compound documents. In this independently developed work, the input image is assumed to be in 24-bit full-color RGB format. The segmentation method is matched to the JPEG [7] encoder for the decomposed image layers. In particular, JPEG with arithmetic coding is used to code the foreground and background image layers, while JBIG [8] is used for the binary mask layer. In performance, our MRC codec achieves compression ratios high enough to allow Internet distribution, at a complexity low enough to enable online encoding and decoding. Technologies like DjVu achieve higher compression ratios, but at the expense of image quality and encoding complexity.
JPEG-OPTIMIZED MRC
A schematic of our MRC encoder is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm works on independent stripes of image data rather than a full image in order to maintain a tractable run-time memory requirement. While the standard specifies exactly most of the components in the figure, it does not specify or even recommend any scheme for the central box, corresponding to the stripe analysis and decomposition routine. Indeed, for every stripe there are literally zillions of possible decompositions and associated stripe encoding parameters, and it is impossible to try each of them out in order to obtain the optimal one in a ratedistortion sense. The challenge is to obtain a near-optimal decomposition in terms of compactness of the coded bit-stream and quality of the reconstructed image, while staying within a reasonable complexity constraint. order to accomp~ish this task efficiently, the analysis algorithm should not only analyze the input stripe thoroughly, but also consider the characteristics of the particular coders that are to be used to code the decomposed layers after the analysis. A decomposition algorithm that is optimal for coder A for the foreground and background layers may not be optimal for coder B, and vice versa. Thus, the segmenter used in DjVu is inappropriate for use with a block-based JPEG-like encoder, but is quite appropriate for a wavelet scheme like IW44.
Since JPEG is a ubiquitous and efficient image codec, this is what we have &osen for coding the foreground and background image layers, and the decomposition scheme we have developed is matched to the way JPEG operates. In particular, we use JPEG with 1 : 1,1: 1 ,I : 1 sampling, i.e. with no downsampling of the U and v components, and arithmetic coding of the DCT coefficients. The performance of any MRC codec is dependent less on a good match between the decomposition scheme and the mask coder, than on a good match between the decomposition scheme and the image layer coder. In our implementation, the mask layer is coded with JBIG in the interest of compression efficiency, but G3 or G4 may also be used without needing to change the decomposition scheme.
The full-resolution binary mask layer.
fact that the foreground and background layers may be of smaller size than the stripe itself. Parameters spatial offsets and sizes define the size and position of the coded foreground and background layers, while two other Parametersforeground base up the foreground and background layers in Portions outside the coded regions as specified by the offset and size Parameters.
Once the mask decomposition has derived, the foreground and background layers show holes corresponding to pixels that go to the other layer. These are essentially don't-care pixels because they are never used in the reconstruction process at the decoder end. Nevertheless, because the foreground and background are JPEG-coded as a solid rectangular image, the holes in them need to be interpolated with some values. Indeed, how the holes are filled UP have a significant impact on the efficiency of JPEG compression, and as such, the objective should be to fill the holes with values that make the layer easiest to code, yielding the highest compression. This process is an essential step in layer decomposition and is referred to as layer interpolation.
To summarize, the analysis routine should decide on the .
MRC STRIPE SEGMENTER
Interpolation of the don't-care pixels (holes) in the FG and BG layers.
JBIG parameters forthe mask layer. Because many of these parameters are related, a truly optimal analysis scheme needs to jointly optimize all of them. However, because of practicality considerations, a sequential step-by-step approach is adopted, where at each stage some of
Analysis Tasks
JPEG parameters for the FG and BG layers. The MRC syntax allows for a set of parameters to be transmitted for each stripe. In order to obtain a compact bitstream, the analysis routine should not only obtain the best decomposition, but also decide on these parameters in an optimal manner. Many of these Parameters are related to the the parameters are determined while holding the others fixed. The most critical step is the JPEG-matched core algorithm that derives the mask, after the layer offsets and base colors have been determined. Additionally, fixed parameters are used for JPEG and JBIG encoding of the image and mask layers. This yields a near-optimal solution, which though not strictly optimal is good for all practical purposes. In the next section, the stepby-step procedure is discussed in detail.
Analysis Procedure
The flowchart in Figure 2 shows the broad steps involved in the coding operation. As seen, the stripe analysis part has been separated into three distinct components -Zayer oflsets and base color determination, mask generation, and layer subsampling cum interpolation. Before stripe analysis commences, a preprocessing routine may be used to remove noise from scanned documents. For scanned documents, a text enhancement feature in the mask generation algorithm is also turned on to enhance the quality of text. Both the preprocessing module and the text enhancement feature can be skipped entirely for electronic documents. The main principles behind the three basic components in stripe analysis are described in the next few sub-sections.
Layer offsets and base color determination
This is the first step of stripe analysis where the foreground and background layer offsets and sizes, as well as their base colors are determined. If the compound document has margins of constant colors, they can be conveyed very economically by means of the offset and base color parameters allowed by the MRC syntax, without having to code them explicitly with JPEG. The objective is to find the thickest margins along the edges of a stripe, consisting of only two colors, so that the residual coded region in the image layers are minimized. The task is accomplished by analyzing rows and columns of the input stripe, starting from the periphery and going inwards. Of the two colors found, the lighter is assigned to the background and the darker is assigned to the foreground, and the mask assignment for these pixels is made accordingly.
JPEG-matched mask generation
This is the core algorithm in the stripe analysis process that separates the majority of stripe pixels into foreground and background layers. The domain of operation is the reduced region computed in the previous step. The algorithm is designed to mitigate the effect of edges as much as possible within blocks. Edges inside JPEG coded blocks yield high coded rates with JPEG, however, if the edges are moved to block boundaries, the coded rate is much smaller. In other words, high energy in differentially coded DC values caused by jumps in DC values in successive blocks, are less expensive in terms of rate, than high-energy AC coefficients, caused by edges inside blocks. It is this consideration that is used in the design of the algorithm. Blocks are processed in the reduced region in row scan order, just as JPEG would code the blocks. For each block, either all pixels are assigned to the foreground layer, or all pixels are assigned to the background layer, or some pixels are assigned to the foreground layer and some to the background layer. If the block is of sufficiently low variance, it is assigned whether its pixels are closer to the average value of the previous coded foreground block or that of the previous coded background block. For a high contrast block, the pixels are separated into two groups using the vector 2-means algorithm.
Of the two groups, the lighter is always assigned to the background layer, while the darker is assigned to the foreground layer. The mask is chosen accordingly. The scheme automatically maintains coherence between successive blocks in the foreground and background layers, to enable good JPEG compression. Note that unlike some other approaches to mask generation, this approach is derived purely from a ratedistortion point of view, and consequently there is no other interpretation for the foreground and background layers except that they are an internal representation. The mask generated however, is often a meaningful segmentation of the color document.
Layer Interpolation & Sub-sampling
The purpose of the interpolation routine is to fill up the holes in either image layer by pixels being assigned to the other layer, so that solid rectangular layers that JPEG requires are obtained. Indeed, the previous JPEG-matched separation algorithm is rendered ineffective without a compatible interpolation scheme, and therefore the interpolation scheme has to be block based. For a block assigned entirely to one of the layers, the entire block is a hole in the other layer, and is filled up by a single color equal to the previous block's average.
For mixed blocks, the interpolation scheme that minimizes the energy of the AC coefficients is simply one where the holes are filled with the average of the given pixels. This apparently nafve scheme works very well for all types of documents when arithmetic coded JPEG is used to compress the layers.
Sub-sampling of the foreground and background image layers is an effective means for achieving high compression ratios. Because of the way in which MRC reconstruction works, a na'ive downsampling of the image layers after interpolation leads to spurious lines in the image, especially around block boundaries. To remove these artifacts, it is necessary to restrict the decimation filter from filtering across block boundaries. Furthermore, the mask generation algorithm needs to work on 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a full-color compound document codec compliant with the ITu sku~dard T.44, using arithmetic coded JPEG for the image layers, and JBIG for the mask layer. Our bhck based segmentation approach, optimized for JPEG, keeps the encoding complexity low enough to make scan-to-email, scan-to-web, or scan-and-distribute type applications feasible. Resolution scalability is implemented at the decoder to enable larger sized blocks to maintain effectiveness. As an example, for 2x2 sub-sampling, the mask generation operates on 16x16 blocks rather than 8x8, and the decimation filter is applied independently on 16x1 6 blocks after interpolation to obtain the final 8x8 JPEG block. At the decoder end, the interpolation filter is also made to operate on 16x16 blocks independently so that no filtering across block boundaries occurs.
4.
DOCUMENT COMPRESSION RESULTS Almost all computer-generated 300 dpi compound viewing documents on machines with varying capabilities.
documents, however complex, can be represented a; fullresolution with high quality at 80:l compression. For simpler documents, the compression ratio is often more than 150:l KB. With 2x2 sub-sampling of the image layers, the compression ratio easily exceeds 200: 1 for most documents. For scanned (noisy) documents, the coded file-size can be made less than 250 KB by moderate downsampling of the image layers. A test suite of 300 dpi scanned documents yielded an average compression ratio of 1OO:l with 2x2 layer subsampling, but the quality was superior to algorithms like DjVu.
In terms of encoding time, a letter-sized electronic page at 300-dpi resolution (24 MB raw data) is encoded in less than 8 seconds on a 550 MHz P3 machine with 256 MB of RAM. For scanned documents, the encoding time is higher, due to the additional processing involved in preprocessing, but is usually less than 12 seconds. Decoding time depends on the desired decoding resolution. A 300 dpi parent document is decoded to full resolution in less than 5 seconds. Decoding to half resolution takes less than 3 seconds, and decoding to quarter resolution takes about a second. These low encoding/decoding times show that the technology is apt for scanning, encoding, distribution and viewing of documents on the Internet. Figure 3 presents the compression results for a 300 dpi scan from the National Geographic. The mask layer generated by the coding process, is also shown. As seen, the mask serves well to separate text and other features from the document.
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